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The Election Climate Reports are produced by the NCA in order to provide information on the 
prevailing climate for citizen participation in the 31 March 2005 Parliamentary Election. The NCA 
has already communicated its condemnation of the constitutional framework under which the 
elections were being conducted. The Report is a consolidated statement of the reports sent in by 
a national network of community monitors. 

 
The community reports sample a number of electoral “atmospherics” (described below), which 
aim to provide a clear description of the state of affairs prevailing in any one constituency: 

 
• Freedom of Association; 

Freedom of Assembly; 
Freedom of Movement; 
Freedom of Expression; 
Incidence of Political Violence; 
Disputes over electoral procedures and electoral irregularities; 
Occurrence of voter education; 
Use of food as a political weapon. 
 
The reports sample 18 critical indicators and hence provide a simple score for any one 
constituency, which we have termed the “Electoral Irregularity” [EI] score: the higher the EI 
score, the worse the electoral climate in a constituency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The National Constitutional Assembly (NCA) is a network of individuals and civic organizations including, 
labour movements, student and youth  groups, womens' groups, churches, business groups and human 
rights organisations. It also includes political parties and was formed in 1997. These individuals and groups 
formed the NCA to campaign for constitutional reform after realising that the political, social and economic 
problems affecting Zimbabwe are mainly a result of the defective Lancaster House Constitution and can 
only be resolved through a new and democratic  
Constitution. 
 
A democratic Constitution is the basis of good governance and leads to social and economic development.   
Thus a democratic constitution leads to: 

• Free and fair elections 
Observance of and respect for fundamental human rights 
Respect of human rights 
Respect for rule of law and an accountable and responsive government. 
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Executive Summary 

THIS REPORT COVERS ALL THE REPORTS RECEIVED BY THE NCA DURING THE PRE ELECTION PERIOD (FEBRUARY 

AND MARCH 2005), THESE BEING FROM ALL PROVINCES EXCEPT MANICALAND COVERING 105 CONSTITUENCIES. 

A TOTAL OF 383 REPORTS WERE SUBMITTED, WITH AN AVERAGE OF 3 REPORTS PER CONSTITUENCY. AS THE AIM 

OF THIS REPORT IS TO GIVE AN OVERVIEW OF THE ELECTION CLIMATE DURING FEBRUARY AND MARCH 2005, IT 

DOES NOT GIVE ALL THE DETAILS FOR EACH PROVINCE AND THE RELATED CONSTITUENCIES, AND HENCE DEALS 

WITH THE DATA RELATING TO TOTAL NUMBER OF REPORTS RECEIVED.  THE REPORT ALSO EXAMINES BRIEFLY THE 

RELATIONSHIP OF THE PRE-ELECTION CLIMATE TO THE RESULTS OBTAINED IN THE ELECTION ITSELF. 

 
Detailed reports on each Province are available from the NCA they can be obtained from the 
website www.nca.org.zw or by requesting these copies from ncainformation@yahoo.ca  
 

The Election Irregularity [EI] ratings showed that no Province had a satisfactory election climate 
during the two months this process was being undertaken.  The worst Provinces in general were 

Mashonaland and Harare, and it is evident that the trend described above still accords with the 
observations of previous elections: Harare and Mashonaland Central Province generally have 

shown more frequent instances of election irregularities than other Provinces. Mashonaland West 
and Masvingo Provinces were the best as the EI ratings there were relatively low.  

 
The incidents of physical political violence remained low in comparison to the 2000 and 2002 

elections but they were nonetheless still reported. The main political violence, however, was in 
the form of hate speech, threats, and intimidation, with both parties involved, but with Zanu PF 

being more frequently reported to be the primary instigator. Although the police and the 
President called for a violence-free election, and this was heeded to an extent, the psychological 

damage caused by the intimidation and threats, following several years of actual physical 

violence and torture, still could not guarantee a climate conducive to free and fair elections.  

   
The youth militia has become an arm of the government, well known for violence and 

intimidation. In many places, they have become the law, as they act with impunity from both the 
ruling party and the police.  Their presence has turned out to be extremely important in recent 

Zimbabwean elections, as there has been a decided correlation between the presence of militia 
bases and political violence and other irregularities in a constituency. In view of the importance 

of militia, we undertook an analysis of the data as it relates to militia. This analysis showed 

strong associations between the presence of militia and a wide range of electoral irregularities: 
the association was not merely with violence, but with interference with basic freedoms as well. 
 
Voter education was reported to be low in both months. This was unacceptable, as, with new 
electoral laws and voting arrangements in place, the voting public needed to be aware of the 

ways in which these new laws and arrangements would affect them. Voter education was under 

the control and direction of the Zimbabwe Election Commission, and the reports suggested that it 

http://www.nca.org.zw/
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has been seriously deficient in this aspect of its duties as only a few constituencies reported their 
presence. Only 22% of the constituencies sampled reported voter education taking place, and, in 

those constituencies where voter education did take place, this was usually done by the political 
parties, and, to a lesser extent, non-governmental organisations and churches, even though the 

Electoral Act prohibits them from doing so.   

 
The reports concerning the political use of food were also a clear cause for concern. 74% of the 
constituencies sampled reported the political use of food, with the most common report being the 

fact that ZanuPF was distributing food to its card carrying members only.  

 
The following were recommendations made to the government, political parties, 

non-governmental organisations and other interested parties. These recommendations were not 
acted upon, instead the Commissioner of Police responded negatively to the two reports 

published in February and March, to the extent of attacking the person of the chairperson of the 

NCA.  

 
• THERE MUST BE IMMEDIATE STEPS TO REMOVE ALL PARTISAN FORCES FROM THE EXISTING 

CONSTITUENCIES. THIS APPLIES PARTICULARLY TO THE WAR VETERANS AND THE YOUTH 

MILITIA. HERE THE NCA WOULD POINT OUT THAT THE ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN THESE 

GROUPS AND SIGNIFICANT IRREGULARITIES ARE SUFFICIENTLY SERIOUS TO WARRANT 

IMMEDIATE ACTION. 
There must be immediate steps to set in place an enforceable code of conduct for these 
elections. Whilst both parties are implicated in electoral irregularities, the balance of the evidence 
to date suggests that ZanuPF is the major culprit, and the NCA would call upon the Government 
to take immediate steps both to restrain its supporters and to call for a consultation between all 
political parties on the setting up of an enforceable code of conduct. 
In view of the large number of allegations of continued partisan behaviour by the law 
enforcement and security agencies, there must be immediate and public action by the 
Government to ensure the compliance with these agencies with the Constitution and the Statute 
law of Zimbabwe. The NCA calls upon the Government to ensure that all allegations of partisan 
behaviour on the part of these agencies are quickly investigated and publicly dealt with through 
the courts. 
The substantial absence of voter education, especially when these elections are being run under 
a new dispensation, is a near-fatal flaw, and underlines the reasons for the NCA repudiating 
these elections.  
The allegations of partisan access to food remain deeply disturbing, especially in the context of a 
serious humanitarian crisis. The NCA calls upon the Government to immediately take steps to 
ensure that no political party has any access to the possibility of providing food relief, and to 
publicly demonstrate to all that food relief is non-partisan. 
 

Our findings were corroborated by other reports in the public domain, and particularly from the 
periodic reports being issued by the MDC, as well as the February and Monthly Monitoring 

Reports of the Zimbabwe Peace Project.  Further reports may be forthcoming and the data can 
be examined in greater detail against the data sets emerging in the post-election period.  

 

As is common knowledge, and way ahead of the poll, the NCA expressed strong reservations 
about the constitutional, legal and administrative framework for these elections, and stated 

publicly that the poll should be boycotted. It is now evident that this was not a posture. The 
elections are highly disputed, and there is prima facie evidence of many irregularities, the 

majority of which stem from the exact problems indicated by the NCA in adopting its position on 

the election. 

 
The position of the NCA is also vindicated by its monitoring of the pre-election climate, and, as 
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has been seen from all the reports issued prior to the polling, this climate was seriously flawed. 
There can be little doubt that there was sustained and illegal pressure applied to political parties 

and the citizens of Zimbabwe in an effort, overwhelmingly by ZanuPF and its supporters, in order 
to influence the vote. As we have demonstrated above, this pressure can even be understood to 

have produced the changes in voting patterns observed. Whilst the analysis of the elections will 

undoubtedly continue in the coming months, both in the courts and elsewhere, the overall 
conclusion is unlikely to change: the elections were flawed, unfree, and unfair! No other 

conclusion is possible.   
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OVERVIEW 
NONE OF THE CLIMATES IN ALL THE SAMPLED PROVINCES WERE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE SADC PRINCIPLES 

AND GUIDELINES GOVERNING DEMOCRATIC ELECTIONS. AS CAN BE SEEN FROM FIGURE 1 BELOW, ALL PROVINCES 

SHOWED HIGH ELECTORAL IRREGULARITY RATINGS, WITH THE HIGHEST BEING SEEN IN HARARE PROVINCE, 

FOLLOWED BY MASHONALAND CENTRAL PROVINCE. IN GENERAL, THE EI RATINGS WERE HIGHER IN THE 

NORTHERN PROVINCES, AS WAS THE CASE IN THE 2000 PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS. LATER WE EXAMINE THE 

CONTRASTS BETWEEN THE URBAN AND RURAL CONSTITUENCIES AS THIS CONTRAST SEEMS CALLED FOR IN THE 

LIGHT OF THE ELECTION RESULTS. 
 

Figure 1. 

  
 

 

A brief summary of the irregularities observed by the NCA indicates that there is no reason to 
have confidence that the electoral climate was conducive to the holding of genuine, democratic 

elections. Quite apart from the flawed constitutional basis for these elections, irregularities 
remained extremely prevalent throughout the immediate pre-election period, as can be seen 

from the table below, which is a summary of all reports to date. 

TABLE 1. 
Summary of Irregularities over all Provinces in 2005. 

ELECTORAL IRREGULARITY PERCENTAGE OF REPORTS 

INTERFERENCE WITH FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION 85%  

INTERFERENCE WITH FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY 68%  

INTERFERENCE WITH FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT 77%  

INTERFERENCE WITH FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION 89%  

POLITICAL VIOLENCE 90%  

ELECTORAL DISAGREEMENTS 79%  

ABSENCE OF VOTER EDUCATION 58%  

POLITICAL USE OF FOOD 74%  

 

The interferences with the basic freedoms expected under the SADC Principles and Guidelines is 
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clearly in breach of these Principles and Guidelines: the freedoms of association, assembly, 
movement, and expression are all seen by the citizens making these reports as having been 

compromised. It is basic to any democratic election that citizens feel free to actively participate in 
the electoral process, but this was not evident in the constituencies sampled in this report. 

 
Interference with Basic Freedoms 

THE BASIC FREEDOMS OF ASSOCIATION, ASSEMBLY, EXPRESSION, AND MOVEMENT ARE ALL FUNDAMENTAL TO AN 

ACCEPTABLE ELECTORAL CLIMATE, AND, FURTHERMORE, ARE CENTRAL TO THE KIND OF PRE-ELECTION CLIMATE 

ENVISAGED UNDER THE SADC PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES. A SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER OF CITIZENS WERE NOT IN 

A POSITION TO EXERCISE THEIR CHOICES REQUIRED TO REACH THE CONCLUSION THAT AN ELECTION WAS “FREE”. 

THE OBSERVERS STATED THAT THE ELECTIONS WERE LEGITIMATE AND SHOWED THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE BUT 

THEY FAILED BOTH TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE LAST FIVE YEARS, AS WELL AS THE SUBTLE 

NATURE OF THE CURRENT INTERFERENCES.  

 
Interference with the freedom of association 
MOST PROVINCES AND CONSTITUENCIES REPORTED INTERFERENCE WITH THE BASIC FREEDOMS DURING THE 

REPORTING PERIOD, WITH 85% OF THE CONSTITUENCIES REPORTING INTERFERENCE WITH THE FREEDOM OF 

ASSOCIATION. 80% OF THE REPORTS RECEIVED REPORTED THAT POLITICAL PARTY SUPPORTERS WERE NOT 

ALLOWED TO WEAR THEIR INSIGNIA OR WERE FEARFUL OF SO DOING, AND A FURTHER 75% STATED THE 

CANDIDATES COULD NOT PUT UP THEIR POSTERS. AS IS SEEN IN TABLE 2, INTERFERENCE WITH THE FREEDOM OF 

ASSOCIATION AFFECTED THE MDC RATHER MORE FREQUENTLY THAN ZANUPF, AND THIS IS CORROBORATED BY 

PRESS REPORTS IN FEBRUARY AND MARCH. 

TABLE 2 

INTERFERENCE WITH FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION. 

UNABLE TO WEAR INSIGNIA PERCENTAGE OF REPORTS. 

ZANUPF  21% 

MDC 59% 

OTHER  7% 

UNABLE TO PUT UP POSTERS PERCENTAGE OF REPORTS. 

ZANUPF  16% 

MDC 58% 

OTHER 6% 

 

INTERFERENCE WITH FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY 

THE OPPOSITION HELD HALF THE MEETINGS THAT WERE HELD BY ZANU PF, AS SHOWN IN TABLE 3. THEIR 

MEETINGS WERE OFTEN DISRUPTED BY THE POLICE USING THE PUBLIC ORDER AND SECURITY ACT (POSA). 

HERE, IT HAS BEEN WIDELY REPORTED IN THE PRESS THAT THE MDC WERE BEING IMPEDED IN THE HOLDING OF 

PUBLIC MEETINGS, AND IT IS ALSO RELEVANT TO POINT OUT THAT THERE WAS A VERY STRONG TREND REPORTED 

BY THE COMMUNITY MONITORS FOR CITIZENS TO BE FORCED TO ATTEND ZANUPF MEETINGS, WITH 68% OF ALL 

REPORTS INDICATING FORCED ATTENDANCE AT ZANUPF MEETINGS. 

                                 Table 3. 
Interference with Freedom of Assembly: Number of meetings held. 

POLITICAL PARTY NUMBER OF MEETINGS 

ZANUPF   1131 

MDC   563 

OTHER   30 

 

 

Interference with freedom of movement  
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67% of reports indicated that citizens’ freedom of movement had been interfered with. The 
reports indicated that as regards travelling within the constituency, interference was mainly 

undertaken by Zanu PF supporters [37%], but the reports also mentioned the police [29%], the 
militia [29%], the CIO [13%], and the army [7%]. This corresponds to the frequent mention in 

the press of ZanuPF supporters talking about creating “no-go” zones for the MDC, as well as in 

the reports of other independent monitoring bodies1.  54% OF THE REPORTS SHOWED THAT THERE 

WAS INTERFERENCE WITH TRAVELLING OUT OF THE CONSTITUENCY WITH THE SAME GROUPS AS ABOVE 

BEING SAID TO BE RESPONSIBLE, WITH THE FIGURES SHOWN IN TABLE 4 BELOW. THERE WERE 

REPORTS OF NEW RESIDENTS MOVING INTO THE CONSTITUENCIES. THIS WAS IN 32% OF THE 

REPORTS, WITH 21% INDICATING THAT THESE NEW RESIDENTS WERE MILITIA AND 16% THAT THESE 

WERE ALLEGED VOTERS.      

  

Interference with the freedom of expression 

THE REPORTS CONCERNING INTERFERENCE WITH THE FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION WERE SERIOUS, WITH 89% OF 

THE REPORTS ALLEGING THAT CITIZENS COULD NOT EXPRESS THEMSELVES FREELY OR READ THE NEWSPAPERS OF 

THEIR CHOICE. THIS LACK OF FREEDOM HARDLY AFFECTED ZANUPF SUPPORTERS [9%], BUT SEEMED TO BE 

STRONGLY THE CASE FOR THE MDC [59%], CIVICS [26%], AND OTHER ORDINARY PEOPLE [17%].  

 
Fear of expressing one’s political opinion in public does not correspond to the kind of electoral 

climate that is “free”, and such fears by ordinary Zimbabwe citizens have been amply confirmed 

in the past, and even the recent past, by public opinion surveys. 86% of the reports indicated 
that citizens were not able to freely express themselves.  This is totally unacceptable as freedom 

of expression is one of the basic freedoms that citizens require especially during a pre election 
period.   

 
58% of reports alleged that citizens were unable to read newspapers of their choice, which was 
alleged to affect the MDC and ordinary citizens more than ZanuPF members as shown in Table 4. 

The main reason given for this is that there is no daily alternative to the state controlled Herald.  

Zanu PF supporters were reported the group interfering with this freedom the most [49%], the 
MDC [10], civics and others were said to be also involved, [3%] each.    
       

TABLE 5 

INTERFERENCE WITH FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION:  

PEOPLE UNABLE TO READ NEWSPAPERS OF THEIR CHOICE. 

Victims % OF REPORTS 

ZANUPF 9 

MDC   39 

CIVICS 13 

OTHER 16 

   

MORE SERIOUS THAN FEARS OF EXPRESSING VIEWS IN PUBLIC WERE THE REPORTS OF CITIZENS BEING FORCED TO 

CHANT PARTY POLITICAL SLOGANS, AND THIS SHOULD BE READ TOGETHER WITH REPORTS OF CITIZENS BEING 

COERCED TO ATTEND MEETINGS. ZANUPF SUPPORTERS [46%]WERE REPORTED TO BE THE MAJOR CULPRITS, 
WITH THE MDC [10%] AND CIVICS [3%] REPORTED TO A LESSER EXTENT. THIS WAS INDICATED IN 61% OF  

REPORTS 

                                                 
1  See ZPP (2005), Fortnightly Monitoring Report, 1-2 Week March, HARARE: ZIMBABWE PEACE PROJECT. 
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ALL IN ALL, THIS DATA ON THE INTERFERENCES WITH BASIC FREEDOMS SUGGESTS THAT A CLIMATE OF COERCION, 
FEAR, AND INTERFERENCE WITH THE FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF CITIZENS WAS WIDELY REPORTED ACROSS 

ZIMBABWE. THE SUGGESTIONS OF THE CREATION OF “NO GO” AREAS, TOGETHER WITH THE REPORTS OF 

COERCION AND INTERFERENCE WITH BASIC FREEDOMS, DO NOT SUGGEST A CLIMATE OF “FREENESS” IN LINE WITH 

THE SADC PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES GOVERNING DEMOCRATIC ELECTIONS. 

 
Political Violence 
Physical politically motivated violence is not as widely reported as in past elections, but any 

physical violence is unacceptable in terms of the SADC Principles and Guidelines. It is important 
to stress here that political violence is not synonymous only with physical violence, but, in a 

country that has experienced high levels of physical violence in the past, must also reflect various 

other forms of violence such as hate speech, threats, and intimidation2. We should also point out 

that one of the most serious forms of current intimidation – threats about access to or 

deprivation of food in a time of drought – are not included here, but are treated separately due 
to the seriousness of this irregularity. 
 
According to the reports received, 90% of constituencies reported various forms of political 

violence. Torture was widely alleged during the pre election period, [40%] of those tortured 

being MDC members, [14%] were Zanu PF, Civics [6%] and others [8%].  Torture under any 
circumstances is unacceptable but for it to be widespread during an election period is a serious 

cause of concern.  
 

Table 5 shows the types of actual physical violence that are alleged to have taken place and, as 
can be seen assaults were the number violation reported. 

 

Table 5. 
Types of political violence reported. 

Violation % of reports. 

Abduction 8 

Assault 35 

Attempted murder 8 

Death threats 21 

Displacement 13 

Murder 5 

Property-related violation 13 

Sexual assault 11 

School closure 6 

Torture 17 

Unlawful arrest 22 

Unlawful detention 13 

 
 

Table 6 [see over] shows the alleged perpetrators of this violence.  As can be seen, the victims 
were mostly MDC members but ZanuPF members were also attacked in some constituencies, as 

well as members of civic organizations and ordinary members of society. 

                                                 
2 Here see our comments in the section below dealing with the relationship between the election climate and the results. 
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             Table 6. 
                Affiliation of perpetrators of political violence. 

Perpetrator % of reports 

Zanu PF 48 

MDC 2 

Civic 1 

ZRP 17 

ZNA 8 

CIO 13 

Youth 19 

Other 8 

 

 

There has been great concern over the incidents and prevalence of gender-based political 

violence in the past few years, and, as stated previously, the NCA made a deliberate attempt to 

obtain reports of this. 47% of reports alleged that rape [10%], indecent assault [15%] and 
forced concubinage [32%] were taking place. In the past, this violence has been particularly 

associated with the presence of militia bases, where young women are allegedly forced to attend 
and provide domestic service for the men at these bases. It is in this context that sexual relations 

are often coerced, and hence the term “forced concubinage”. 
 
The reports of rape and indecent assault predominantly in the urban areas are particularly 

worrisome and women’s organisations have been urged to investigate these claims. Female 
members of both parties were victims of this but it happened to the MDC more frequently as 

shown below in Table 7. The perpetrators of gender based violence were alleged to be Zanu PF 

[36%], youth [22], the police [11%], CIO [9%], [7%] MDC [1%] and others [4%].  

Table 7. 
Reports of gender-based violence.  

Victims % of reports. 

ZanuPF 11 

MDC   22 

Civics 6 

Other 15 

 

This did not only affect Zimbabweans, and, during the election period, a South African woman 
was indecently assaulted on public transport from Marondera by youths wearing ZanuPF regalia. 

She was in Zimbabwe as part of the KwaZuluNatal Council of Churches group at the invitation of 

the Zimbabwe Pastors Conference.3   

HATE SPEECH AND INTIMIDATION WERE REPORTED IN 75% OF CONSTITUENCIES, WITH ZANUPF BEING 

ALLEGEDLY RESPONSIBLE IN 55% OF REPORTS FOR HATE SPEECH AGAINST THE MDC, AND IN 21% OF REPORTS 

AGAINST OTHER GROUPS. THE MDC WAS THE INSTIGATOR OF HATE SPEECH AND INTIMIDATION AGAINST ZANU 

                                                 
3 Reported in the Independent Foreign Service 1 April 2005, and has been confirmed by affidavit. The Zimbabwe 
Republic Police are apparently investigating following charges being pressed by the victim. 
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PF SUPPORTERS IN 6% OF THE CASES, AND IN 3% OF REPORTS AGAINST OTHER PARTIES. THERE WERE REPORTS 

OF INTER-PARTY VIOLENCE IN 45% OF THE SAMPLED CONSTITUENCIES, WITH [29%] OF THIS ALLEGEDLY BEING 

ZANUPF AGAINST THE MDC, WHILST ONLY [2%] WAS MDC AGAINST ZANU PF.  WITH INTRA-PARTY VIOLENCE, 
54% OF THE CONSTITUENCIES REPORTED THIS [49%] IMPLICATED ZANUPF, WHILST REPORTS INDICATED THAT 

MDC ONLY SHOWED THIS IRREGULARITY IN [9%] OF REPORTS, INDICATING THAT ZANUPF HAD ALLEGEDLY MORE 

IN-HOUSE PROBLEMS.        

THUS, WHILST OVERT PHYSICAL VIOLENCE MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED, ALMOST EVERY OTHER INDICATOR OF 

POLITICAL VIOLENCE REMAINED HIGH. THE DIRECTION OF THE VIOLENCE IS OVERWHELMINGLY ATTRIBUTED TO 

ZANUPF RATHER THAN THE MDC, ALTHOUGH THE MDC WERE NOT ENTIRELY BLAMELESS. THERE IS CLEAR 

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN OUR DATA, THE REPORTS ISSUED BY THE MDC, AND REPORTS IN THE PRESS, AND IT 

IS VERY CLEAR THAT THE PRE-ELECTION CLIMATE WAS FAR FROM SATISFACTORY IN RESPECT OF POLITICAL 

VIOLENCE. WE CAN CONCLUDE WITH THE AU OBSERVERS THAT THE CLIMATE AT THE “POINT OF THE BALLOT” – 

FROM 24 MARCH ONWARDS – WAS PEACEFUL, BUT OUR DATA SUGGEST THAT THIS WAS HARDLY THE CASE FOR 

SOME MONTHS PRIOR TO THIS POINT. IT IS OUR VIEW THAT THE CONCLUSIONS OF THE NCA WOULD HAVE BEEN 

ENDORSED BY THE AU HAD THE OBSERVER MISSION BEEN PRESENT FOR THE 90 DAYS PRIOR TO THE POLL AS IS 

RECOMMENDED UNDER THE SADC PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES. 

 

Militia 
MILITIA BASES, OR THE PRESENCE OF MILITIA, WERE REPORTED IN 49% THE REPORTS RECEIVED, AND THE MOST 

FREQUENTLY REPORTED ASSOCIATION WITH THE PRESENCE OF MILITIA IN A CONSTITUENCY OR DISTRICT HAS 

BEEN WITH PHYSICAL VIOLENCE. IN THE PAST, THE INVOLVEMENT OF MILITIA – WAR VETERANS AND YOUTH 

MILITIA - IN POLITICAL VIOLENCE HAS BEEN HIGHLY CONTESTED BY THE GOVERNMENT, BUT A NUMBER OF 

INFLUENTIAL REPORTS HAVE IMPLICATED THE YOUTH MILITIA IN THE PERPETRATION OF POLITICAL VIOLENCE AND 

INTIMIDATION. SEVERAL REPORTS HAVE ALSO DRAWN ATTENTION TO THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POLITICAL 

VIOLENCE AND ELECTIONS, AND THESE REPORTS HAVE ALSO IMPLICATED THE ROLE OF THE YOUTH MILITIA IN THE 

PERPETRATION OF GROSS HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS. 

 
The current data has given us the opportunity to look at a number of aspects of the election 
climate with respect to militia, although it does not allow us to specify whether the reports relate 

to militia as war veterans, youth militia or party youth wings. The most important relationship to 

examine is the relationship between militia and violence, since this has been the most frequently 
reported relationship in the press and in human rights reports.  

 
As is seen in Figure 2 [see below], there are marked differences between constituencies that 
report the presence of militia and those that do not: both Electoral Irregularity Ratings and 

Violence Scores are higher in constituencies that report the presence of militia.  There are a 
number of comments to make here. 

 
Firstly, our data corroborate the many previous reports that there is a strong association between 

the presence of militia and militia bases and violence. This was reported for both the 2000 
Parliamentary Election and the Presidential Election in 2002. It was interesting to note that the 

presence of militia bases was reportedly higher in urban as opposed to rural areas, and this is a 
reversal of the pattern seen in previous elections. For example, the Zimbabwe Human Rights 

NGO Forum reported in its evaluation of the 2002 Presidential Election that there were allegedly 

123 militia bases identified during the pre-election period, with nearly 90% of these in rural 
areas. In our data, 31% of reports from rural constituencies indicated the presence of militia and 

militia bases as opposed to 67% of reports from urban constituencies. This is a dramatic change 
from 2002, and, as will be seen below when we examine the effects of the poll result, may well 

be a factor explaining the reduced vote for the MDC in urban areas and increased vote in the 

rural areas. 

 
Secondly, as is indicated in Figure 2 [over], the association between reported militia and 
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increased Electoral Irregularity ratings suggests that their presence did not only contribute to 
political violence, but  was associated with a much wider range of irregularities. 

 
Figure 2 
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As is additionally seen from Figure 3 [see over], the same effect is found when we examined the 

detailed relationship between the presence of militia and the types of violence reported in the 

constituencies sampled. Here we were interested to see beneath a global construct, such as a 
Violence Score or an Electoral Irregularity Score, that physical violence, gender-based political 

violence, and various forms of political party violence are still much more frequently reported in 
constituencies where militia are also reported. 

 

AS SUGGESTED ABOVE, THE PRESENCE OF MILITIA MAY NOT ONLY BE ASSOCIATED WITH VIOLENCE IN THE 

CONVENTIONAL SENSE, IN A COUNTRY IN WHICH PHYSICAL VIOLENCE HAS BEEN EXTREMELY COMMON ACCORDING 

TO ALL REPUTABLE SOURCES – BOTH LOCAL ZIMBABWEAN AND INTERNATIONAL SOURCES – AND WHERE ALL 

REPORTS HAVE STRONGLY IMPLICATED THE YOUTH MILITIA IN PARTICULAR, IT IS EVIDENT THAT THE PRESENCE OF 

MILITIA MAY HAVE OTHER INHIBITORY EFFECTS. HENCE, WE EXAMINED THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 

PRESENCE OF MILITIA AND THE INTERFERENCE WITH BASIC FREEDOMS. 
 

TABLE 8. 
The presence of militia and interference with basic freedoms 
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No 
militia 
reporte
d 74% 66% 55% 54% 34% 15% 79% 41% 
Militia 
reporte
d 87% 85% 83% 83% 77% 48% 94% 77% 

AS IS SEEN IN TABLE 8 [ABOVE], THE PRESENCE OF REPORTED MILITIA SEEMS TO MARKEDLY ELEVATE THE 

PERCENTAGE OF CONSTITUENCIES REPORTING INTERFERENCE WITH SOME BASIC FREEDOMS, BUT HAS HAD LITTLE 

EFFECT ON OTHERS. THE TRENDS SEEN IN THE PREVIOUS REPORT ARE THUS MAINTAINED.  

 
Figure 3. 
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It should be pointed out here that interfering with assembly, movement and expression – 
attending political meetings, travel, and information - are much more direct interferences in the 

civic life of citizens than interference with association – wearing T-shirts and putting up posters. 

We would also comment that wearing T-shirts and allowing posters to be put up can convey a 
sense of normality, and that interference with these other freedoms is much more subtle and 

difficult to detect by observers. Election observers were called upon to understand and appreciate 
the ways in which these more subtle forms of irregularity operate in the Zimbabwean context, 

but they declared the polls as free and fair despite having this information.    

 
In general, the associations between the presence of militia and electoral irregularities, identified 
by our community monitors, are very disturbing, and wholly out of keeping with the kind of 

electoral climate expected under the SADC Principles and Guidelines. Furthermore, the 
observations are in keeping with the reports from the press and the many reports of human 

rights groups in the recent past. However, it is evident from our data that the associations of  
militia with electoral irregularities was much more subtle in its effects than in previous elections, 
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and hence could only have been detected by observers over an extended period and through 
immersion in communities. It is highly unlikely that these effects could have been detected by 

external observers, untrained in the understanding of the Zimbabwean context, and especially in 
the very limited time that they were allowed to be present in the country. 

  

 
The rule of law 
THE OPERATION OF THE RULE OF LAW DURING ELECTIONS IS OBVIOUSLY CRITICAL TO THE CREATION OF A FREE 

ELECTORAL CLIMATE. HERE WE WOULD ONCE AGAIN DRAWN ATTENTION TO THE REMARKS OF THE POLICE, WHO 

HAVE COMMENTED THAT THE POLICE WOULD CARRY OUT THEIR DUTIES WITHOUT FEAR OR FAVOUR, AND WE ALSO 

DRAW ATTENTION TO THE LARGELY HOSTILE REACTION OF THE ZRP TO THE NCA REPORTS. WE WILL NOT 

COMMENT FURTHER ON THIS ALTERCATION, NOR TO THE ASSERTIONS BY THE ZRP THAT THE NCA HAS BROKEN 

THE LAWS OF THE COUNTRY, AND WOULD REFER HERE TO THE PRESS STATEMENT PREVIOUSLY ISSUED. 

 
As regards the rule of law, we would merely point out here that there were substantial numbers 
of reports indicating that the police and other uniformed forces were reported allegedly to have 

been involved in gross human rights violations. We are unaware of any arrests of members of the 
police of members of the armed forces for such violations, and we note the trend, amply 

described in numerous human rights reports, for there to be a conspicuous absence of 

prosecutions against such alleged perpetrators, even against very high-profile offenders. 

 
There have been reports by the ZRP of arrests of political party supporters for a variety of 

different alleged crimes, and our data certainly do not show the supporters of the MDC to be 
blameless, but they do not show the statistical trends asserted by the ZRP. In the ZRP reports, 

there is a near-even split between arrests of members of the two main parties, ZanuPF and MDC, 
but our data indicate a much higher percentage of ZanuPF supporters involved. Our data is 

corroborated by the reports of other independent groups such as the Zimbabwe Peace Project.    

 
A final comment here should be made on the operation of the newly established Electoral Court. 
In the view of the NCA, this court has not satisfactorily demonstrated its independence of the 

Executive since it has, in its first ruling, apparently shown a willingness to reverse a decision 
under pressure from the President. Whatever the merits of the case brought on behalf of MDC 

candidate, Mr Roy Bennett, it is difficult not to see the reversal of the decision to allow Mr 

Bennett to stand as a candidate for Chimanimani as being due to the comments made by the 
President in respect of its initial decision.  

 
Electoral disputes and treating 
79% OF REPORTS INDICATED THAT THERE WERE DISAGREEMENTS WITH ELECTION PROCEDURES. THE MAIN 

PARTIES DISAGREEING WERE ZANU PF WITH THE MDC AS IS SHOWN IN TABLE 9. ALMOST RIGHT UP TO THE 

ELECTION DAY, PARTIES WERE STILL DISAGREEING ON MANY ASPECTS OF THE ELECTION. THE ISSUE OF VOTER 

REGISTRATION AND THE VOTERS’ ROLL WERE THE MAIN AREAS OF CONTENTION, AND 51% OF REPORTS INDICATED 

THEIR DISAGREEMENTS WERE OVER ELECTION ADMINISTRATION.  

 

TABLE 9. 
Electoral Disagreements. 

PARTIES DISAGREEING % OF REPORTS. 

ZANU/MDC 24 

ZANU/OTHER 11 

MDC/ZANU 15 

MDC/OTHER 5 
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This data does not suggest a climate in which the ground rules well-established and the political 

parties have confidence in the administration of the election. Such agreement is after all a major 
reason for the promulgation of the SADC Principles and Guidelines, and the creation of a process 

in which the issues before the voters should be the main concern for the political parties. Here 

our data suggest the contrary. 
VOTER EDUCATION 

THE NCA HAS ALREADY DRAWN ATTENTION TO THE FLAWED CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

GOVERNING THE ELECTIONS. AS WE HAVE SAID IN PREVIOUS REPORTS, THE ELECTION CLIMATE REPORTING 

SYSTEM WAS NOT DESIGNED TO ILLUMINATE THESE SHORTCOMINGS, BUT RATHER TO DRAW ATTENTION TO THE 

EFFECTS THAT THESE SHORTCOMINGS MIGHT HAVE UPON ORDINARY CITIZENS’ PARTICIPATION IN THE 

FORTHCOMING ELECTIONS. HOWEVER, THE ISSUE OF VOTER EDUCATION DOES SEEM TO ILLUSTRATE DIRECTLY THE 

CONSEQUENCES OF THE LEGAL SHORTCOMINGS. 

 
Since the electoral laws and regulations forbid civic organizations from undertaking voter 

education outside the direction of the Zimbabwe Electoral Commission, it was clearly incumbent 
on this body to ensure that voter education takes place. However, the reports from the 

community monitors suggested that very little voter education actually took place, and, of the 

voter education that happened, only a very small proportion took place under the auspices of the 
Commission. Only 22% of the constituencies reported any form of voter education taking place. 

 
As is seen from Table 10 below, most voter education was being done by the political parties, 
whilst the Commission provided little more than those civic organizations still willing to brave the 

dual handicaps of the electoral laws and the threat of the Non-Governmental Organizations Act. 
In March, however reports suggested that the ZEC had increased its activities, although the 

reports indicate that this had been mostly in the urban centres, and, especially Harare. During 

the polling on 31 March, there were high numbers of spoilt papers and people being turned 
away, and this could be partly attributed to poor voter education.  With reported rates of turn 

aways of up to 25%, this is not a trivial criticism of the failure by ZEC to ensure comprehensive 
voter education, and may have had a decided effect upon the final results. 

 
Table 10. 

Percentage of constituencies reporting voter education. 

GROUP % OF REPORTS. 

ZANUPF 27 

MDC 19 

ESC 23 

OTHER  21 

 

THERE CAN BE MANY REASONS FOR THE FAILURE OF THE STATUTORY ELECTORAL BODIES TO DELIVER VOTER 

EDUCATION, BUT THE NCA CAN ONLY DEPRECATE THIS FAILURE. WITH A WHOLE NEW ELECTORAL SETUP IN 

PLACE, THERE WAS AN EXTREME NEED FOR ALL ZIMBABWEANS TO UNDERSTAND THEIR NEW ARRANGEMENTS IN 

ORDER TO MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS ABOUT THEIR PARTICIPATION. A MORE COMPELLING CASE FOR THE 

INADEQUACY OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK CAN HARDLY BE MADE. THERE ARE MANY OTHER 

ASPECTS OF THE INADEQUACIES OF THE ZIMBABWE ELECTORAL COMMISSION, BUT THESE HAVE BEEN WELL 

DESCRIBED IN OTHER OBSERVER REPORTS, AND ESPECIALLY THE PRELIMINARY REPORT AND STATEMENTS OF THE 

ZIMBABWE ELECTION SUPPORT NETWORK AND WE WILL NOT COMMENT FURTHER ON THESE ISSUES. 
 

Finally, the NCA wishes again to comment briefly on the allegations concerning the political use 

of food. This has been widely reported in the press, and further substantiated by the reports 
from the NCA community monitors in 2005. 
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74% of the reports indicated that there were cases where the political use of food was evident. It 
was widely reported that, a ZanuPF membership card guaranteed access to food, and this was 

supported by reports in the press and by the MDC.  

 
The electoral act forbids any form of treating, but it is evident that treating is not a simple matter 

to establish. However, differential access to state resources can be regarded as a form of treating 
if they are seen to operate in the direct favour of the political party in power and obviously 

without the bounds of the general policies of a government. We are concerned with the 

differential access to food in a time of evident drought and food shortages. This is not a new 
issue, and there has been enormous controversy over the government’s policies in respect of 

food acquisition and food allocation.  

 
Table 11. 

Political use of food. 

GROUP % OF REPORTS. 

ZANUPF 72 

MDC 3 

OTHER 1 

 

THE NCA WOULD HERE COMMENT THAT IT IS CRITICAL AT ALL TIMES TO SEPARATE ACCESS TO FOOD FROM 

POLITICAL PARTY AFFILIATION, ESPECIALLY AT TIMES OF SEVERE DROUGHT AND FOOD SHORTAGE. IT IS EVEN 

MORE CRITICAL TO SEPARATE AFFILIATION AND ACCESS AT TIMES OF ELECTIONS, AND ESPECIALLY WHEN SUCH 

LINKAGES WILL AFFECT THE POOREST AND THE WEAKEST, NOT FORGETTING THAT ZIMBABWE HAS AN 

EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH RATE OF HIV INFECTION IN ITS POPULATION.  

 
The election itself 

Although the polling day itself was peaceful, serious discrepancies were immediately alleged by 

the MDC. Additionally, war veterans were said to have disputed voting in Gwanda, Matebeleland 

South, and violence was reported in Guruve North. A Swedish television reporter for SvT was 
expelled from Zimbabwe, even though he had press accreditation, whilst 2 journalists with the 

Daily Telegraph were arrested on the grounds that they were not accredited and hence reporting 

illegally. A number of women from Women of Zimbabwe Arise [WOZA] women were arrested in 
Harare for attempting to hold an all night prayer for the elections, and reliable evidence indicates 

that many of the group was severely assaulted by the police, with a number requiring hospital 
treatment.   

Most African observer missions claimed the election showed the will of the Zimbabwean people 

and that it was free and fair. The AU did not wholly validate the elections, and the SADC and the 
AU missions also raised concerns over a number of inconsistencies that the authorities need to 

look into. Furthermore, both raised concerns over the number of people who were turned away 

from polling stations.  The Zimbabwe Council of Churches (ZCC) declared the just ended 
parliamentary elections as free and fair saying the poll was held in an orderly, peaceful and 

transparent manner. In a statement, the president of the ZCC, Bishop Khumbulani Peter 
Nemapare said, "As a result of the largely positive reports received from our observers, all 

testifying to the facts that these elections were held under an environment conducive for holding 

elections in peace, we feel that the elections are an expression of the people’s wishes and our 

conclusion is that they were free and fair," he said.4  

                                                 
4 The Herald, 6 April 2005.  
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The major dispute was over the allegations by the MDC that there had been serious irregularities 
in the poll. For example, in Goromonzi, which was won by ZANU PF, the number of votes 

announced by ZEC at 2am, April 1, 2005 to have been cast by close of polling had suddenly gone 

up by 62% from 15 611 to 25 360 when the final results were announced on April 1, 2005. 
Another glaring example pertains to Manyame Constituency, where, according to ZEC, 14 812 

had cast their ballots at the close of polling, but the figure catapulted by 72% to 23 760 as the 
results were announced. In Highfield, which was won by the MDC, the total number of ballots 

cast does not tally with the number of votes cast for the contesting candidates5.  

Thus, the opposition Movement for Democratic Change, which won 40 percent of the vote, has 

accused the government of widespread fraud and intimidation. Morgan Tsvangirai, leader of the 
MDC, said the victory had been achieved as a result of massive and widespread electoral fraud by 

Mugabe and ZANU PF. Tsvangirai gave a signal to his followers to begin extra-parliamentary 
action to topple a government that has presided over seven years of economic collapse, 

widespread violence, massive unemployment and inflation, hunger and spreading disease. "These 
elections cannot be accepted by anyone in their right mind," an angry Tsvangirai told reporters in 

Harare. "This is disgusting massive fraud.” "I am asking people to defend their right to vote. We 

have been using the legal route and that route has failed. We are not going to use it this time."6 

 
The EU, Britain, America, and both local and international human rights organizations, have all 

stated that the poll was flawed. The United States of America’s Secretary of State, Condoleezza 
Rice, in a statement issued on April 1, stated: 

“The electoral playing field was heavily tilted in the government's 

favor.  The independent press was muzzled; freedom of assembly was 

constrained; food was used as a weapon to sway hungry voters; and millions 

of Zimbabweans who have been forced by the nation's economic collapse to 

emigrate were disenfranchised.  On election day itself, more than ten 

percent of would-be voters overall, and a disproportionately higher ratio in 

the most hotly contested constituencies, were turned away from polling 

stations due to irregularities with the voter registration rolls.”7  

The Zimbabwe Election Support Network, at a news conference on Sunday 3rd April 2005, 
welcomed the absence of violence leading up and during the election. But the head of the group, 

Reginald Matchaba Hove, said Zimbabwe did not comply with SADC election principles in the 

lead-up to Thursday's polling. He said a climate of fear has surrounded the election process in 
Zimbabwe since the 2000 parliamentary election, which was marked by violence. Dr. 

Matchaba-Hove, said that, although this election was generally, peaceful, there were reports of 
political pressure.  

"OPPOSITION POLITICAL PARTIES WERE NOT FREE TO CAMPAIGN IN CERTAIN PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. THERE 

WERE REPORTS OF INTIMIDATION AND THE POLITICIZATION OF FOOD DISTRIBUTION WAS USED TO PERSUADE THE 

CITIZENS TO VOTE FOR THE RULING PARTY. TRADITIONAL LEADERS THREATENED THEIR SUBJECTS WITH EVICTION, 
AND, SOMETIMES, UNSPECIFIED ACTION, SHOULD THEY FAIL TO VOTE FOR THE RULING PARTY."  

                                                 
5 ZESN Statement 2005 Parliamentary Elections: 3 April 2005.   
6 The Movement for Democracy Change President speaking at a press conference on the 1st April 2005.  
7 Distributed by the Bureau of International Information Programs, U.S. Department of State. Web site: 
http://usinfo.state.gov/)   

http://usinfo.state.gov/
http://usinfo.state.gov/
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Dr. Matchaba-Hove also said security and media laws limited freedom of assembly and speech.  

The Institute for Democracy in South Africa (Idasa) expressed concerns about the integrity of 

Zimbabwe's election. "We have concerns over the integrity of the election because aspects of the 

electoral process were not fully observed either by domestic and international observers, or party 
polling agents," Idasa executive director Paul Graham said. These aspects included the printing, 

distribution and auditing of ballot papers. People were also turned away in large numbers, which 
was significant in relation to the margin of victory in a number of constituencies. There were also 

"unexplained discrepancies" between figures announced by the Zimbabwe Electoral Commission 

and the official results for some constituencies. Citing lack of transparency and external 
verification, a large number of Zimbabweans and the official opposition had no confidence in the 

election's outcome, Graham said.8   

Thus, the polling has had a very mixed reception with SADC and other regional groups declaring 

their approval of the poll and the results, whilst most other groups have at the very least 
expressed reservations about the validity of the poll and the results. 

Did the pre-election climate affect the poll? 

However, although a number of the invited observer groups have expressed satisfaction with the 
poll and its result, it is clear that all these missions were only present in the country, as the AU 

says, “at the point of the ballot”. They are, therefore, not in any position to comment on the 
pre-election period itself, and, in the absence of any serious long-term observation, cannot refer 

to any data that they might have to drawn conclusions about both the pre-election climate or the 

relationship of this climate to the poll. Here we are talking about the effects of the pre-election 
climate on the overall participation of voters and their willingness to cast votes rather than the 

observation that the polling day was peaceful. 
 

The data obtained by the NCA on the pre-election climate puts the NCA in a unique position to 

analyse the effects on voting of the pre-election climate. The analysis below obviously can say 
nothing about the integrity of the electoral process – the technical aspects of polling – but can 

have much to say about the ways in which the behaviour of voters might have been affected. 

 
There are a number of preliminary observations that must be made here. Firstly, it is now 

common cause that elections in 2000 and 2002 were accompanied by exceedingly high levels of 
violence, and that these elections were challenged in the courts by the MDC, both on account of 

the violence and the alleged electoral irregularities9. This has been explicitly accepted by the 

various observer missions and their conclusions that refer to the absence of violence as a 
criterion for accepting the 2005 elections pays testimony to this fact. 
 
Secondly, this violence associated with elections has had long-term consequences on the 

citizenry of Zimbabwe, producing what many commentators have termed “apathy”, but it is the 

view of the NCA that this “apathy” is better understood as “fear”. Such consequences have been 
well-documented by research on the violence of the 1970s and 1980s, and indeed was a major 

factor in the NCA making recommendations on impunity during the constitutional process 
between 1978 and 2000. Simply put, the near-genocidal proportions of the organized violence 

and torture wrought on Zimbabweans since 2000 have led to a climate of silence and fear, 
especially at the time of elections. 

 
Thirdly, all evidence indicates that the organized violence and torture has been perpetrated by 

                                                 
8 Sapa. Johannesburg 3 April, 2005.   
9 See Redress (2005), ZIMBABWE: THE FACE OF TORTURE AND ORGANISED VIOLENCE. Torture and Organised 

Violence in the run-up to the 31 March 2005 General Parliamentary Election,LONDON: REDRESS TRUST. 
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ZanuPF supporters, militia, youth militia, and agents of the State. The activities of these various 
perpetrator groups have been most prevalent at times of elections. 

 
These factors contribute to the long-term climate against which elections in Zimbabwe take 
place, and cannot be disassociated from the current election. Furthermore, they are factors at 

play in the current pre-election climate, and hence it is important to assess, through the current 

election climate, whether these factors had an effect on the poll itself. 

 
Here we analysed the actual results, although we must comment that we have had to do so in 

the absence of a consolidated report on the poll results from the Zimbabwe Election Commission. 
We have relied in our analysis on the data complied by the Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition and the 

Zimbabwe Election Support Network10. ACCORDING TO THESE SOURCES, AND AS CAN BE SEEN FROM 

TABLE 12 BELOW, THE OVERALL POLL WAS REDUCED FROM 2000, AND THERE WERE RESPECTIVE 

DECREASES AND INCREASES FOR MDC AND ZANUPF RESPECTIVELY. 
 

Table 12. 

Comparison of results [2000 & 2005] 
 MDC ZPF TOTAL 

2005 902882 1380828 2124998 

2000 1171166 1205832 2488715 

 -268,284 +174,996 -636,283 

   
It was also evident from the 2005 poll that the MDC made a better showing in the rural areas 

than in 2000 and a correspondingly worse show in the urban areas, which, on face value, is an 
unexpected result. It is not immediately evident how this might be explained. 
 
One explanation, and this is propounded by a number of public opinion surveys, is that there has 

been significant disillusionment with the MDC amongst the urban population. However, this does 
not then explain the increase in the rural popularity of the MDC in the supposed heartland of 

ZanuPF support, and, if anyone were to argue that land reform is a factor, this would seem 
contradictory as this should lead to support for ZanuPF. There is also the observation that the 

MDC attracted enormous crowds to its pre-election rallies in the immediate pre-election period, 

which suggested that the party still had strong urban support. 

 
A second explanation for the changes in MDC support could be related to the opening of the civic 

space in the immediate pre-election period, where MDC was able to place posters, and hold rural 
meetings and rallies. However, if the opening of the civic and political space were a factor in 

increasing support for the MDC, it is perplexing that this did not also translate into increased 
votes in the urban areas. 

 
The third explanation combines both of the previous two: a combination of opened space in the 

rural areas and urban disillusionment produces the changes observed in the poll results. 

 
However, the NCA will argue that there is a deeper level factor at work in the changes seen. It 

will be evident to those that have been receiving the previous NCA reports that electoral 
irregularities have been higher in the urban than in the rural areas. This was a comment made in 

both of the Consolidated Election Climate Reports previously released, and thus we examined the 

                                                 
10 It is important to note here that the Zimbabwe Election Commission has yet to release detailed results of the poll, 
and hence all commentators must rely on what is available in the public domain. This is unacceptable to say the least, 
since detailed results must have been available to ZEC in order for the Commission to make its determination on the 
voting, and raises serious concerns about both the competence and impartiality of the Commission. 
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effects of this finding against the 2005 poll results. 

 
The method was straight forward. From the results data base mentioned above, we identified the 

set of constituencies for which there were data from both 2000 and 2005. This was necessary 
since delimitation in 2005 had changed a number of constituencies, and thus this left a set of 74 

constituencies for analysis11. We calculated the difference between the votes cast for the MDC in 
2000 and 2005, and assigned a binary value to the difference observed [1= improved vote; 0= 

unimproved vote]. This was done so that we could bring the data in line with the NCA data, and 

could examine simple frequencies. 
 

The first analysis was to examine the differences between rural and urban constituencies as 
reflected in 2005 poll. As can be seen from Table 13 below, in every case there were lower 

electoral irregularities in the rural constituencies. 

 
Table 13. 

Electoral Irregularities in rural versus urban constituencies. 

 Rural 
Constituency 

Urban 
Constituency 

Interference with freedom of association 85% 96% 

Interference with freedom of assembly 74% 96% 

Interference with freedom of movement 78% 93% 

Interference with freedom of expression 85% 96% 

Political violence 94% 96% 

Gender-based violence 50% 71% 

Intimidation 82% 96% 

Militia base reported 48% 75% 

Inter-party violence 57% 82% 

Intra-party violence 69% 89% 

Political use of food 80% 96% 

 

Although it is clear that the electoral irregularities were unacceptably high overall, there is a 

consistent trend for these to be higher in the urban areas.   

 
However, it is also apparent from the election results that the MDC did not uniformly increase its 

support in the rural areas, and there were a number of constituencies [46%] in which this did not 
happen. This was then examined separately, and, as can be seen from Table 14 below, apart 

from the ratings on intimidation and gender-based violence, the electoral irregularities are higher 

in the constituencies in which the MDC’s share of the vote worsened from the 2000 poll. The 
differences are however very small – about 5% on average. 

 
Table 14. 

Electoral Irregularities compared to vote share for the MDC [2000 & 2005] 
 Vote share 

improved.  
Vote shared 
worsened.  

Interference with Freedom of Association 86% 93% 

Interference with Freedom of Assembly 82% 83% 

Interference with Freedom of movement 82% 85% 

Interference with Freedom of Expression 86% 93% 

Political violence 91% 96% 

Gender-based violence 59% 58% 

                                                 
11 See notes in Appendix 1. 
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Intimidation 91% 87% 

Militia base reported 55% 60% 

Inter-party violence 59% 69% 

Intra-party violence 73% 79% 

Political use of food 77% 90% 

 
Thus, it does seem that the effects of the electoral irregularities were not simple and direct. The 

results reported above in Table 13 suggest that it was simply the differences in electoral 
irregularity that explain the changes in the MDC’s vote share, and that the different levels of 

electoral irregularity between the rural and urban areas that explained the changes. Thus, it does 

seem on our data that the differences are to be explained, at least on this simple analysis, by the 
differences in the levels of electoral irregularity seen in the two settings: there was greater 

interference with basic freedoms, political violence, and political use of food in the urban areas as 
opposed to the rural areas. There is however clearly a need for more complex statistical analysis 

to be done in order to more precisely tease out the variables involved, but this will not change 

the overall conclusions stated here: the MDC lost or won votes according to the amount of 
unlawful pressure applied by ZanuPF supporters in the main. 

 
Conclusions 
As is common knowledge, and in advance of the poll, the NCA expressed strong reservations 

about the constitutional, legal and administrative framework for these elections, and stated 

publicly that the poll should be boycotted. It is now evident that this was not a posture. The 
elections are highly disputed, and there is prima facie evidence of many irregularities, the 

majority of which stem from the exact problems indicated by the NCA in adopting its position on 
the election. 

 
The position of the NCA is also vindicated by its monitoring of the pre-election climate, and, as 
has been seen from all the reports issued prior to the polling, this climate was seriously flawed. 

There can be little doubt that there was sustained and illegal pressure applied to political parties 

and the citizens of Zimbabwe in an effort, overwhelmingly by ZanuPF and its supporters, in order 
to influence the vote. As we have demonstrated above, this pressure can even be understood to 

have produced the changes in voting patterns observed. Whilst the analysis of the elections will 
undoubtedly continue in the coming months, both in the courts and elsewhere, the overall 

conclusion is unlikely to change: the elections were flawed, unfree, and unfair! No other 

conclusion is possible.   

 

 
A note on methodology 

As is indicated below, the NCA is a national network of member organizations and individual 
members. This national network allows the NCA to sample opinion around the country, and this 

has allowed the NCA to develop the methodology behind the Election Climate Reporting system.  

 
A standardized reporting format was developed for this system, which consists of the 8 areas, or 

“election atmospherics” that are indicated at the beginning of the report: 

 
• Freedom of Association; 

Freedom of Assembly; 
Freedom of Movement; 
Freedom of Expression; 
Incidence of Political Violence; 
Disputes over electoral procedures and electoral irregularities; 
Occurrence of voter education; 
Use of food as a political weapon. 
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These “atmospherics” were developed from the SADC Principles and Guidelines Governing 

Democratic Elections. These “atmospherics” are assumed to give a good indication of the 
“freeness” of the election climate during the pre-election period. The intention is not to examine 

the more formal aspects of the election, the “fair” component”, but to look at the experiences of 

ordinary citizens. The NCA has already made its own position clear on the legal and constitutional 
framework, the “fairness”, governing these forthcoming elections. 

 
Each “atmospheric” was defined by a number of questions. These questions were developed 
through previous experience with the kinds of election irregularities seen in recent elections in 

Zimbabwe. From the questions defining the “atmospherics”, an Election Irregularity EI score was 
derived, and, in the system developed, 18 scores or measures were derived. These measures 

were then summed to give an indication of the scale of the Election Irregularities that occurred or 

not in any given constituency. 

 
The value of this system was that it directly sampled the views of ordinary citizens during the 

pre-election period, and hence gave a good feel for their confidence in the “freeness” of the 
prevailing election climate. 

 


